
The Claims Batch Editor Add-on, only available for EncoderPro.com Expert and 
EncoderPro.com for Payers, is a sophisticated and easy-to-use claims review tool for 
physician claims. Using proven coding rules and logic from Optum360® ClaimsManager, 
the Claims Batch Editor Add-on is designed to work within the customer’s current 
workflow to identify inappropriately coded physician claims before they are submitted 
to payers, assisting with first-pass payment. 

This includes commercial (common coding rules most commercial payers recognize from 
sources like the AMA and AHA), Medicare and even state-level Medicaid coding rules 
and guideline review. With thousands of coding edits you can ensure proper application 
of modifier use, CCI, LCD/NCD, age, gender, add-on codes, ICD-10-CM (code first, code 
additional and excludes 1 and 2) and more. Every edit is sourced back to the proper 
coding organization that owns the codes and rules (e.g., AMA, CMS, etc.). Optum360 
frequently updates edits to ensure you are getting the most relevant edit information.

The EncoderPro.com Expert compliance editor tool allows you to upload the 837 
claim file prior to submission to your clearing house and in a few seconds you can see 
all the suggested claim edits for you to make before submission, which helps improve 
first-pass payment.

Key features and benefits

• Reduce rejections/denials

• Increase payment turnaround speed

• Improve compliance

• Streamline your revenue cycle

• Reduce administrative costs
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Claims Batch Editor Add-on

Price:
$500.00 per user, multiple- 

user pricing available.

Item number: 
WA16
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Contact your sales representative or  
1-800-464-3649, option 1 to purchase.

Visit: optum360coding.com/onlinecoding

Start enhancing your coding capabilities today.


